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IX. ,_REPORT ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS - DOCUMENT

Introduction .■' ' ■ '. ■ ■ .: .

-. An efficient telecorimuiiication infi-astructure 3.s essential to almost alt

other activities in the life of mar/and to'the efficient operation of other

infrastructures such as within the 1-ansport arid Ccmmm-hz*lion Sectors

Telecommunications is b'egjjmirg-to play a;f;^idatrrf^ital role as an infrastructure

wfcdicn" can promote all sectors of activity'of a nation in its development. Apart

from the obvious advantage of di£*sct*ccEnunieatiors regardless of distance,

the often considerable saying in.travel^ costs3 near and tear of vehicles and

travel time made passible by t,alpcom.iianioat.lo?»s should be highlighted* The

recent Conference in which the interpretation cf the debates by interpreters

located several-thousand kijometersawa^ by means of telecommunication7

circuits'was found to be praq-'jiccl a?id cchsidwed. as an indication of future
trends*"-'•In the'"paat"1inauffIndent effort has besti made'to operate existing"

equipment efficiently or to bring the te3ecoanR;ri?a-?-icn service within the
reach 6f- the .'maxiUmvn rxunbcr'of people. Together .with the expansion of urban, r

interurban and djitrj5*tiati.onal 2ie-^;bt'k*i is the requirement to rehabilitate and

operate tlie present networks to their maxiiiaiai v£.f. iciencyr. The attention of the

ConfereEce' of Ministers may b$ dritm to ths following arcar> *xi ulich governments

should'be Invited' ■'rr r.r//;^-: the'-?r p-resent plan,^ and priorities in order to bring

tHdm'ixt'^line with the contep-tts '■embodied iu the W] Recolutioria on the Decade and
as agreed by tne'OAUc These £reas are'listed'below and are considered
individually,,

■ '-I;E; Present states of Fublic'
»■■■-■ '

■ II. The Panafrican 1Tei<jcb7nnnin±catio*io Network (

III. National Telecommimicatiovis Dsvelojpmcnt Pianr.ipcr

IV. Mairitenahce ai:d Opsyation

V. Rural Telecofnm'ini.catxoiio

.VI.'" P^anufacbarinCT and Research J

VII. fjfemagement

I - Present status pfJft^ljo;T^leoorgnunjj^tjlons

:, ^Oie of the }^ard sticks used to measure the penetration of telecommunications

within a particular-* country \o the relationship between the number of telephones
in service and the size cf the population, This relationship iG usually expressed

by the number of connected telephone "Lines or the number of telephone sets per
one hundred people-.

A brief review of the World Telephone Gjatix-tics indicates that'the

telephone penetration or density .In Africa :bi terms of telephone sets is only

0.44 per hundred ;-»-^- -- compared to the 3ci;th .V«er:^oan continent which has



4*5 per 100 g? the Asian continent wh...ch has 5»2 per 100* The per^tration of

telephones in Africa is far lower than any of the other continents*

4 The attention should be drawn to the fact that of 49 °AU member countries

10 have networks of less than 5 000 telephones and more than a half have less'

than 20 000& Except for the countries with low population the number of

telephones must be considered far less ideal?

. ,w... Noting that the average rate of growth in the number of telephones over ■

the,past ten years calculated from statistics supplied by national teleoomnun&iia**

tion organisation has been 8^7 per cent for Africa as a whole and that an

average annual rate of growth of 15 per cent would enable the density of tele^

phone, sets in Africa to reach 1 per 100 population by the end of the Decade, .-.

To achieve this objective each country will have to adopt different rates

of annual growth depending on the actual existing density of telephones* In

many cases considerable financial and technical assistance will be required.

The attention should be drawn to the fact that in many African countries ' ■ ■ i

relatively high local telephone charges have been established and that suoh -.:

high charges restrict the beliefits of the telephone service to a privileged :

few and result in unnecessary high costs to government administration and

business operations. In crder that the benefits of the telephone service can

be .-available to the maximum number of peopler the local telephone rates should

be established at reasonable levels^ Also to assist national telecommunication

organisations to establish such rates an in-depth study on local telephone

rates should be carried outc

7 Continuing in the same vein, it was not sufficient to just expand facilities

but that such facilities should be operated and maintained at high efficiency*

This objective requires that national telecommunication organisations when

planning local telephone networks should adopt comprehensive approach and plan

the switching equipment^ cable network and their maintenance as an integrated

project and to ensure adequate provisions for expansion^ as and when required*

The following objectives are to be adopted by governments to permit a greater

utilization of the public telephone service during the Decade than previously

foreseen*

— the achievement of a penetration or density of telephones in Africa of 1/
an average of one telephone set per 100 population by the end of the

Decade*

— the establishment of reasonable local telephone charges, low enough to

encourage the widest use of the service and high enough to permit

a reasonable rate of return on the invested capital.

— the efficientf design, installation, extension, operation and maintenance

.of urban telephone networks to ensure the maximum utilization and benefits*

Note 1/ See annex 3<



Plan of action to achieve these objectives .

- To enable each country to determine the resources that will be required

to achieve the target of 1 telephone per 100 population a general.study

should be undertaken to determine the baaic costs and factors to be taken

into consideration.

The ITU in collaboration with PATU and UAPT could be invited to earry out

such a study. ;.

The ITU in collaboration with PATU and UAPT should be invited to carry

out a study on local telephone charges and to recommend the factors

;that should be considered when establishing such charges.

II. The Panafrican Telecommunication Network (PANAFTEL) ; :

8, ..jK. PANAFT2L ic the, acronym adopted by Africa to describe the Pan African

Telecommunications Network*

c The PANAFTEL network has as its principal objective the provision of

reliable telecommunication systems permitting high quality telephone and telex
circuits between any two African countries without the necessity of having to

transit centres outside of Africa. The telephone and telex services on such

systems are to be designed to operate on fully automatic basis although it is

expected that initially many circuits will be operated on semi-automatic basis*

Vj. The telecommunication traffic foreseen to be carried by the PANAFTSL Network

will comprise not only of that generated by the common carrier service i.e.

public telephone, telexs telegraph and leased circuits but also traffic for the
Civil Aviation, Metec^ological ^^a^tjrf^&u^ -Ps^a^fea^J^pe^pa^^ll

11. The PANAFTEL Network is comprised of terrestrial links made up of micro

wave -and troposcatter radio links, land and submarine coaxial cables and

Intelsat satellite communication circuits* International telephone and telex

automatic exchanges form an integral part of the Network.

1-., Usually the PANAFTEL Network of any one country is actually a main trunk

route used for national traffic having short extensions connecting to a similar

trunk route in a neighbouring country. In fact the PANAFTEL Network can be

regarded as the interconnection of high quality national networks malting

a regional network and having benefits to both national and international ,

communications. . . .

;. The PANAFT3L Network has evolved and is continuing to evolve through

several stages or phases*
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Four phases should be considered in order to .r.uluate progress and for

planning purposes* ■_ \ * ■: ,. ..'.. .; _j ;

1 The phases can be considered as the preliminary phase covering events up

to the Addis Ababa Conference of November 1972, Phase I which would be the

implementation period 1973 to. 1977 inclusive^ Phase II to cover the period

1978 to 1982 (mid point of the Decade) inclusive and Phase III to cover the

period 1983 to 19&7 (the end of the Decade) inclusive?

Preliminary Phase of PANAFTEL

] Although the Plan Committee was established in I960 the concept of.an ,

integrated PANAFTEL Network was only established during the period 1966/6?
consequent to the 3©int OAU/EGA/lTU Meeting held in Addis Ababa, the ITU Plan

Committee held in 1967 also in Addis Ababa and the ECA 8th Session held during

1967 in Lagos. „ v-..,'. ;./-.'■

Consequent to these meetings the UNDP financed a preliminary study followed

by pre-investment studies which were carried out under.the aegis of ITU# .These ;

studies and the implementation of the recommended projects were considered by

a Conference of African Telecommunications meeting in Addis Ababa at tfao end

of 1972.

■The Phase I- of the PANAFTEL con be said to have begun after the 1972 ;, ., ,

Conference* :

Phase I (1973-1977)
■•iAi-f,;.1. ■ ■ " ■ . .■ - . ■

Dur-ing this Phase it has been reported that 16 inte-national telephone

autdmatic switching centres and 31 international telex automatic switching

centres have been "Sns'falled*-^ These centres -were, supported by almoct 30 000 km

of 'hign-iqttality transmission routesrco'nsis'tdiis of radio relay cystemc (both ■
line of sight and troposcatter)» Many of thece exchanges and transmission

routes Have been implemented after detailed pre-investmen.t studies carried out

at the request of the concerned countries.: . However oevreral routes that have

been surveyed have not yet been- implemented for yariwrt ■ rsasorin; These routes ;.

are listed in Annex 1» , Such routes if still required should be transferred

to Phase II (1978-I9o2)« Concern has been expressed at the fact that, while *

considerable equipment has been installed during Phase I and even before 1972*

in many cases the service, provided by the equiyraent? has considerably

deteriorated and interruption of service is not a rare occurrence. I

Phase II (1978-1983) ■'-

The following objectives to be achieved by 1983 are proposed for the

attention of Governments: . ":

(a) Implementation of all PANAFTSL routes and exchangee for which pre-

investment surveys have been carried out and for which national priority

is still raaintainedo



(b) Conduct of pre—investment surveys of those routes which have been

identified ty national telecommunication organization. A list of

such routes, which should be reconfirmed, appears in Annex 2•

(c) Rehabilitation ""of existing routes and establishment of adequate
operation and maintenance structures and procedures,

(d) Utilization of the PANAFIEL network as it becomes operational

by all possible users.

(e) The establishment and implementation of a tariff structure which will

ensure1 the application of reasonable long distance and internatjLons.1

tariffs. * ' "
■ «■■■■■'■■

(f) The establishment of regular meeting of telecommunication traffic
managers to regularly review traffic forecasts and equipment

requiremeats*

(g) The automization of the Network, by the end of Phase IIt

(h) The establishment of a comprehensive integrated plan for

•; implementation during Phase III,

*V The following action is proposed for the achievement of the above • - v

objectives.

• (a) JHJS64 million would require to be mobilised to complete the routes

listed in Annex 1. These are routes which have been surveyed and

-for which funds are >at present not available for their construction*

; ■■ e ^ . .

(b) ■HJ54.1O million would require to be mobilised to undertake pro—1

investment in'Annex 2, These routes have been identified by countries

and require to be surveyed.

/ \ jusl>5t e^1^011 ■*fculd require to "be mobilised to assist ia petti**

up operational and maintenance structures during the first phase

of the Decade,

(d) Series of meetings are to be organised to establish a tariff

structure for Africa within the first phase of the Decade.

(e) Regular meetings of traffic managers of National Telecommunication

Organisations should be organized in order to review routing plans

and traffic agreements in the light of traffic trends and to permit

orderly provision of extra equipment to meet forecase demand.
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(f) Nationa-1 te?>c"im'ir5cr.ti.on -"ganizations should make every" '

effort- to provide fully automatic working telethons and te'iiex

service on those sections r.f the PANAFTEL Network that, will "be

in ui'erati-,n Try" the end of Phase II. ' '

(g) The_ third Conference of National Telecommunication Organizations
should l.p ^convene11. >y organizations constituting the PANAFTEL

Co-ordinating Committee to pre-are the objectives, targets and

strategips for thp development ><f tplecommunications during

'•■' the:second phase rf the Decade (I983-I988) i.e. the third yfaase
ofvthe: PANAPPEL xr-ject. Such a Conference could uopfully *p

h^ld in I98O and would permit a comprphensive approach t« the

planning of thp pxtpnsion of thp PANAFTEL Network during thp third

whase of t"ho--

Joint utilization of satellite communication earth atatinrig

Rpcommpndation ■ . . . . ■ . ..■_-.■ : -..:■■'■

In vipw of thp importance of satellite ^arth stations in the *#*rati#n of th

tk« ?ANAFT^L network and of the need t.i pnsurp thpir pfficipnt operation and

to cons^rvp limitpd r;esourcp3, it is rpcommpnded, that: -: .. . .

(i) African Governments should wherpver feasible, cooperate in the
.operation and utilisation of satellite communication earth

(ii). ; ITU. and EGA in collaboration .with. PATU and UAPT should .conduct a
study on the various arrangements that can "be envisaged to permit

joj-iit.. ::perati^n and or utilization -of satellite communication earth

.:. stations and t '/repose.-typical* draft agreempnts. ' ■ • ■ ■;

•»
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III; -National telecommunications development planning ■ •'■ ■ ' "'

A. Background

■'£« 'Generally, the expansion of telecommunication systems and services in ~
Africa has n©t attained uniformly acceptable quality of service and without
systemicompatibility to avoid the problem of interface* This is because many

national telecommunication organizations have not exercised considerable

thought and efforts to plan and produce fundamental plans. To date, very few

national telecommunication organizations have evolved fundamental plans to

guide their ^telecommunication development programmes* In contrast to what has

been accomplished in other African countries which evolved fundamental plansf

the progress of telecommunication services in some countries has be«n below

what might have been expected.

preparation of fundamental plans by national telecommunication

organizations must be one of the areas to be emphasized and reinforced during

the Decade, :

B. Development of fundamental plan

;.r.i.-" ' ■ .' ... .' . '■ ■■-'-■"-■:

t-* -.:.l In many countries the national telecommunication organisations lack the

planning machinery or the resources necessary for undertaking the development

of fundamental plans* The absence of numbering piano a component of fundamental

plans results in frequent directory changes and a disruption of regular activity

of people and the business community,, The lack of switching plans also results

in more expensive equipment modifications or alterations in addition to un-.'

necessary building expansion and/or relocation Problems such as these and

a hoot of others can be avoided if fundamental plans arc developed and followed.

Planning units in all national telecommunication organizations and adequately

staffed and managed by appropriately designated heads must produce all the

components of fundamental plans in order to ensure a more orderly development

or expansion of telecommunication ser-vicec and the proper level of priority

that these cervices should deserve ap a vital infrastructure for the over—all

national development> economic^ social and 30 one

C. Proposed targets for the Decade :

• ?. To enable the national telecommunication organizations in Africa to meet

the growing demands for telecommunication cervicesj it should be possible to

set out planned targets for planning activities for the Decade.

(a) Assess, study and evaluate the planning requirements for each national

teieeoramunication organization to determine the kind of assistance

required;
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(b) Immediate establishment of planning unit/office where there ia none to

enable the national telecommunication organization to immediately start

■»*: planning process and plan preparations;

(o) Preparation and/or development of fundamental piano including short~f
medium- and long-term plane0 Alongside development planning, an

investment, plan and resource allocations must be prepared for possible

fund supports;

(<i) For the national telecommunication organizations who may have evolved-
, .. fundamental plansp": ad hoc decisions should be taken, to introduce the/

national numbering, ;bransraission and charging plans, network and routing

plans, national and international switching and signalling.plansj

■(«). Fundamental piano prepared by the national telecommunication organizations
should be reviewed, modified and/or upgraded in keeping with the growing

. 4iemand_ for telecommunication servicesc In addition, short-term.plans,

"investment plans and rolling plane should be drawn to ensure an early
realization of the planned programmer: j

(f) Preparation of general specifications which "could be'utilized as guideline
for systems/networks? switching and cable facilities, power and building
facilities, etc», as well an work specifications, general tender documents

and other documentation deemed necessary for the successful implementation

of the planned programmes; . ;

(flr)_ Special training and/or on-the-job training should be given planning
staff to ensure development of self-reliance in planning„

f. action for the Decade ' ■ . . ' ■ ■ ■ . -:

-^i In order to achieve and/or implement the proposed targets for planning, '
many telecommunication organizations in Africa need to be assisted in this

important undertaking0 The national;telecommunication organizations should

obtain technical assistance either through bilateral or multilateral arrange

ments or through an international agency, e.goj ITU, to help meet their planning

problems and difficulties*, Direct assistance should also be requested by the

national telecommunication organizations to provide planning expertise at every

level of planning activity which ic considered vital for the development of

telecommunication systems and. services for -this Decade6 To achieve these

programmes, it is necessary to perform the following:

(a) ; Continental-wide survey of the level of planning in situ in various national
telecommunication organizations* This includes evaluation and in-depth

study of telecommunication planning or plans developed in order to identify

the problem areas in each phase of planning operations cmd development,

determine the magnitude and extent of planning assistance required, and

thereafter recommend what steps the national telecommunication organizations
should take to resolve them; 36 man/months (1980); „ .Qn

<i,>US XoO 000,
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(t) Immediately establish a planning unit/office -where :
nationalr telecommunication organization. The establishment of planning
•office with properly trained staff is urgently required to ehable the
national telecommunication organization to formulate immediately the

, planned programme, of action and;to prepare plans as early as possible

, : for the Decade; ■. . ^ .,,....

(c) Assist and provide expertise on telecommunication planning methodology

puch ao numbering plan, transmission plan; charging'plan, network and

routing P,lanai switching and signalling plans, etcOs in the preparation
of fundamental plans as well as how to plan within the proper framework-'

and dimension of the country's economy and fitting it in the general -. i

development plans in order to harmonize the establishment of infra

structure as required; .

(*■) Where there are national telecommunication organizations which have -a

already evolved a fundamental plan* assistance should be extended to

review, modify and/or upgrade the plans in keeping with the needs of '•■ ':

the Decade; ;

(«*) Training of planning staff through couhterparting arrangement and •
ppecial fellowships to ^apiUtate the transfer of planning expense ahfir;

counterpart development for self-reliance to the national telecainniuiiica-

tion: organization* Once established it will then be^prepared not only

to plan for the Decade but to plan for the year 2000;

E. Expected achievements for the _Decade .

V; ■ The anticipated achievement based on plan of action for the Decade io
expected to provide the African national telecommunicavj-on organizations the

following benefits: ; ..

(a) Firmly establish or created planning uniU/office in every national

telecommunication organization; . ..-.■.-.

(>).:. Developed and prepared fundamental plan including investment plan in

"■"'' each national telecommunication organization; andf

(o) The planning staff of the various national teleeomiittinication organizations

should have acquired the.most.valuable planning experience to ensure

continuity of planning for the future^



IV.. Maintenance and operation

The African countries, particularly the 44 south of the Sahara, are for

the moat part going through a phase of important dhanges and rapid transition

with regard to telecommunication equipment* There is a changeover from-old to

new technologies (radio relays, PCM, crossbar and electronic exchanges, etc.).
There is a sizeable investment in new equipment employing diversified techniques.

The mere provision of all these means and all this investment does not "

alone ensure the availability and the quality of a telecommunication service*

The facilities, after installation, need to be operated efficiently and

maintained to present quality standardsa

0, When one considers the fact that all equipment, after commissioning,

ends up in being the responsibility of those entrusted with the task of operat

ing and maintaining it so as to provide telecommunication service, one realizes

the important and decisive role that proper maintenance and operation plays in"

providing a telecommunication service* ■

: The standards to be met by a telephone service in terms of availability

and quality of service, are quite high. A telephone service is considered

satisfactory only when there is no fault in the equipment and system 30 that

there is no service interruption and no congestion in the flow of traffic*

This can be achieved only through rational and efficient operation and

maintenance of telecommunication facilities.

3 Parallel to the growth of installation during the Decade, measures have ■

to be taken by investing in manpower development and operational and maintenance

material. ;

54 is, therefore, proposes that the following targets and plans of

action be adopted for the Decade*

Targets to be attained during the first half of the. Decade

Time required

1. Creation*, in oouirtries where "they do not already exist

malnt&natvoe unit ■*♦ be responsible ■ . 1 to 2 years

for the entire operations/maintenance sector •: ■ ■ "

2. Study ^nd adoption by every country of a precise

and detailed operations and maintenance structure 2 to 3 years

and organization chart with a plan for

introduction 1983-1987
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3» Study and adoption by every country of service

quality/availability objectivesf measured by

a few simple parametres* Need for inter-

country standardization

4« Introduction in every country of maintenance plans

and procedures giving priority to:

- the international network,

- the national network.

Need for inter-country standardization

5« Gradual introduction of staff and materials

- adoption of model maintenance budgetsj

- adoption of model staff strengths per service*

6ff Development of human resources* On—the—job

retraining or grouped training of all those

7» Application of measures to increase appreciation

of technical functions

OVER-ALL OBJECTIVE by the middle of the Decade

(1983)sComplete application of operational and

maintenance services in all countries. Organization

structure ™ procedures — manpower and materials -

motivation.

2 years

2 years

Continuous

2 to 3 years

2 to 3 years

4 to 5 years

Plan of action

Ba> Jjg studies and courses/ciGminars for senior staff

(a) Standard organj^_ation_jgharts

for the operational and maintenance services

with a study of the staff required

(Question of management)„ 3US15O 000.

(b) Service,...quality objectives and

30 man/months

Parametres to be measured, analysed and combined,

Priorities 1-2-3 faults to be cleared within

x-y-^ hours. Operators to answer telephone

within «oo<, seconds, etc* SUS60 000.

(c) Development of standard maintenance
procedures (by case studies) for the main

technical spheres of transmission, switching?

power, local networks, including international

agreements, maintenance planning, standax-d

inventories of tools, measuring apparatus, etc*
SUS270 000.

12 man/months

54 man/months



for logiotic rapport

Tiae. .required

6 man/months

budgets (excIv-cUjo. ct^i;'*) .

(by typo of ar,:-;-/Xccf "b/ Guhr^vlb.-.

Btrrda^dii to I:-. deto".*n:iued).

t'ilier. ^a .o oc-^lcteu >n thr. r.ox

two or -:lL-

in

fori:. cf ■cc;:;rcoc/towin«ro:_io?_ thope rcs

for.the c-3r";Mco-; in

COO^,.

\^^£H^T^^
of the above. j"vsocd;vr--iG c:r'--i -rra-n^f(ir of

8 man/monthe

cr

area i--s p

area in;.e.cich.'>T

-T ataii4"j.v:i^LGd'->.a a p^

j j d.'.i.^^ the further

reGpc*;/?:b.M:-.-';c of rU£j-:;r:'.t\i\:Ir)?; '.-> Ail the othei* centres

or areau -i'o. th^ c^';.Av^y: viio k^c;rj.ed^e^ ckiiiCj and

know-how accrji^pd in rtn c'-.p^c-"-ty ac pilot ccatre or

areaa

To ehio' «radr a.'-rci'^vic.e hhJuld b^. cvr/*.3dfid;" upon

request9 to l"b^ v.v:--,.c-aa pilot 'conV'^^s/ar-eas 5.n-

the diffef-er.i: ooKirifx^rhfo-n a.vo,'':iro., t'lvea juont

p

each cc^trv. :■.-■ • tv::r.l of 6DO :.::-A^/itk:^ SLfS3*0 million,

3o Revrr :tn.v'(?,^a pi reo .1^f ^.y-'-uo Ti ■ '

Thia a.s tied t»p H:<-;.-r, qucr/Licnr; c>- vc.?.a>:"i.c:-a2 trainijtigo '

TJher. the £itay;.darc ;'?.^J:^«i^a p.coccduv-ir; p.re in.trodncedr

£t would .be-docArable to i»elxa?j-.. Gyr.t-cjrat^^ai-ly .the1

technio.ta.-i3 rerpono>'.b.\e fcr the mairrc3.ivr.ee centros/areas

(chief of cent..v, level)* Th:Lc i'otraini^g .should be
orgsnined for ^oh t.rcT.mL;ai d.i.Goipllne? i"i ££*o£ps

of 12 to 20 t£choie:"a;.;o-■-^■531:3 E- --^igle lan^iiagaj, and

in principle: en a rcr:;,ona"i foo-H:>^o Tbea"e retraining

_ should-i-vot l3.nt Jogger .them two to three weeks*
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Organization of working groups

Subregional working groupc should be organized to

study problems of maintenance.. These working groups

should consist mainly of African technicians and have the
support where necessary* The purpose is to study

specific questions associated with operation and

maintenance in which the special features of the

African continent are particularly important.

i -■ ■:,..

.."; '.' ■■.'■J"f-



V, Rural telecommunications

A, fiitrpducticai ...... .

, Statistics hdve chowii that in Africa over 80 per cent of the subscribers
ar'e concentrated in tt'few urban centres whereas over 80 per cent: of the population

li i th ural areas

r

live in the rural areas.

.,** A.

_ '*' ' The cGfetlishmeirt of rurr.l telecommunications is' of

rital iiiiportance to rural development and requires wholehearted support from '
the national Governments of the African countries in this Decade, Geographical,
economic and social isolation of these areas and communities Ixving thereto is
preventing these communities from actively participating in the ow-oll deTelop-
ment of the country. These aspects are particularly evident in 18 of the least

developed countries in Africa.

5 Suggested guidelines for establishment of rural telecommunications

'-" Suggested guidelines have been formulated to enable the telecoowunicatton
organizations to prepare long-terra plans for rural telecommunications sejwiee.
Accordingly, one may deem that access to a telephone by a member of a rural
locality is available if he can reach a telephone from his normal place of
residence or occupation in about an hour's time.and return after transacting his.
business within two hours of reaching the public call office. Assuming that the
distance to the public call office is covered on foot, the maximum distance to
a public call office may be of the order of 5 km from an inhabited location*
The area coverage for a public call office may thus be of the order of 100 km.
Although the above guidelines were suggested, it was believed that many countries
could not possibly meet this objective due to wide distributions of thexr population,

C. Proposed target for the Decade

Targets for individual countries will necessarily be different from each
other depending on the individual needs, the manpower and material resources.

Based on detailed studies of the status of rural communication in each country
and the available resources, tentative targets may be fixed; the targets may
be reviewed ac the programme is implemented. The penetration of telephones may
be accelerated during the next decade towards a more ambitious target. For the
Decade a tentative target of 1 PCO for 10 000 rural population is suggested.
Detailed review might require tfeis target to be modified for each country.

B. Plan of action for the Decade

: . In view of the foregoing, it is suggested that the following actions be

takenj



(a) Survey the exiccing ielfcccaimtunioatiori aau cu&x- iufzastis^;^ -^ facilities

in the rui-al areas with a view to indentifying the need for and quantum of

the telecommunication services to be provided in a perspective plan;

'"" 24 man/monthn. (198O)j OTS120 000, -, " ' " "

(t) Undertake pilot ^foje«t5 for rural teleooramunxoatior? to test and try out

a^a'iabXe technology., identify the constraints in logistic*- n.aii..-Ur.£^,ce,

etc*; vtisV^uita *.ill enable development ox a suitable structure for

operation ana.maintenance of the rural network and ceSection, of appropriate

technologies to meet local conditions; 3.8 man/months (1980); &US90 000.

Co) Draw up specifications tor various types of equipment foand suitable

for. general usage'.; . .

(d) Prepare short-tern plans (five year periods9 preferably on a roll-on

basisj since this will enable corrective action to be taken as and when

necessary) for implementation 5 and?

(•) Arrange, for the trailing of management and technical cadres in rural

telecajnmuriicationso , ,

\* - JCt is ^elt that the national telecomwunication organizations will require

expertise and guidance for carrying out the tasks mentioned in items (a) to

(*) successfullyo National telecommunication organizations may therefore have

to arrange for such assistance through bilateral agreements or through inter

national agencies* ecgt? ITU an

E.. Antic.ipatgd achievements

*a« A measure of, achievements will have to take into account the basic fact

that there ic very li^rtle of rural telecommunications and the broadcast

coverage in both content and service area is "^adequaten " ;

X2t The actions propesed earlier will lead to an. organized attempt to plan

and implement a rural programme' in a large wayc The fi-i^st pr.-rt of the Decade

will be taken up by the studies, pilot projects and organisational arrangements

and concrete'1 redyltn '.-:11 emerge in the secend -half. ->f th-3 D^cade^ The important

poirt i.-. thepro'-Lr'^i of PCOg in rural' conrnunitlecc Ever, tho-'^h v>.^ ".u.n;ber

may be jua^ *. _v-.. i-- "ll*w initial stages^ it will enable the rural population

as well as the national telecommunication organization to'appreciate and

realize the potentialities of telecommunications and this, an'turnr will

generate deaaads Zov the service in sectors where the service? by experience|

has proved mcrt useful« Meeting such demands will result in the best invest

ments in 'telersomm-JU'-r-oatiohs and lead1 to greater, economic and social benefits.
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Introduction

With its vast natural resources, Africa has a phenomenal potential.for industrial

revolution. Yet the present status of industrial development in Africa is below that

of any other continent despite efforts being made to improve the situation. A ■
majority of the so-called least developed countries are in Africa and only in a

handful.of countries does manufacture contribute to more than 10 per cent of the

gross domestic product- An industrial revolution is not only overdue but also a

necessary-recipe to offset the effects of trade imbalances and poor prices for'

Africa's raw materials- . .

During the next decade African Governments will spend billions of dollars on the

purchase of telecommunication, radio and TV equipment. Hitherto nearly all this

equipment has: had to be purchased from outside Africa.

During the Decade, talcing annual telephone growth rate of 15. per cent it is

expected that Africa will require over 15 million telephones sets, including
the requirement for replacement telephones- Associated with telephones will-be millions

of pair-km of cables for connecting the telephone instruments to the exchanges* There

will also be a phenomenal requirement for radio and TV receivers over the Decade•

These, plus the more expensive central equipment (exchanges, multiplexers, trans-

ceivers, !power supplies, etc-) will demand unprecedented capital outlay most o£,which

will be in foreign exchange, ■...-. . :

Reliance on foreign manufactured eauipment and overall trade between Africa aa&;the

developed countries have often been associated with numerous problems which have been

a subject.of discussion in several forums. For telecommunications equipment these,

problems are further complicated by the;highly specialized nature of this equipment,

its rapid obsolescence and the need to ada.pt to the diverse environmental conditions

obtaining in Africa- ■ ,w,-. -.

" . Electronic and telecommunications industries have inherently very complex,

technologies which must be.backed by elaborate and well financed research and . " ;

development institutions manned by highly skilled-personnel. However, there isno^; ■

doubt-that some, of the peripheral communications equipment and some basic plant ^
can be manufactured or assembled in Africa to obviate some of the problems associated
with imported equipment and. additionally improve industrialization of the Continent

whilst increasing the employment .prospects'of the nationals* Some of theequipment ■

and plant which can be readily manufactured-.,in':Africa are annexed .hereto. ;;' "^

Some African countries already manufacture some of. the items shown in the Annex
through either,full pledged companies/subsidiaries or as side products of companies

producing a variety of other goods. There' will therefore be a need to carry out

detailed^studies on the manufacturing possibilities throughout the Continent. Such
studies must produce long and short term plans for the improvement of existing

telecommunications industries and establishment of new ones. Needles to emphasize

that the experts will make recommendations based on sound economics and industrial

principles, especially regarding the location of these industries.



There is a possibility that some existing giant telecommunication equipment

manufacturers may wish to sat up ^ranches of their companies in A-frica or assist

in setting up independent new companies in Africa with suitable agreements"anTthe

use of patents, personnel, etc.. These possibilities should be explored bearing

in mind the fears which might be entertained by these various manufacturers Qn the

market competition which will ensue with the advent of the development of African

manufacturing companies.

. " It behoves those who will be involved at the initial stage of planning these

industries to ensure that the industries will meet a real need and operate

competitively under strict commercial principles. They should also ensure that

these industries are not merely assembly plants but must be geared, if not

initially, at some later date towards actual development and manufacture of ..

stipulated products. The initial stages will no doubt be humble in terms-of simplicity

of end products but there must be built-in expansion programme leading to production
of more sophisticated equipment.

•l. Radio and television receiver.assembly plants exist in a limited number of

countries. . The annual production in all cases is sufficient to cope with the

local demands--. Export-to other African countries has not been adequately developed.

^". Customs duties levied on imported components necessary for the assembly of

receivers render the cost of the final product in some cases equal to or more than

that of imported receivers, Many other receivers often find their way into acountries

without duty being levied on them* These also affect the marketing of the locally

assembled sets,. In certain cases this has created problems for the local assembly
plants. Some, have had to close down.- ... , . .

B. Proposed targets for the Decade

[ , ■ It is difficult • +0 set up targets for the Decade in this area prior

to a comprehensive study leading to a precise determination of inputs required for

intended industries. But the absurdity of- for instance, a fairly aforested African
country having ,to import wooden poles from an irrigated state as far away as Australia,

and a copper producer having to rely on imported cables makes it urgent to-set some
interim targets for the Decade as follows:

", African countries should be self-reliant (continent-wise) by the end of the Decade
on most of the items listed on page 22„

During the Decade, it should be possible to assemble items in 3 and 5 of the list,,

while full manufacturing capability should be aimed at for the end of the Decade
period or the subsequent years

Vw- Expansion of existing radio and television assembly plants will reduce the cost of
receivers to the general public.
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C. Flan of Action

In order to achiece some of the targets during the first phase of the

Decade, it is proposed to undertake feasibility studies on sub-regional basis : ■

on items 1-5 and 7 30 man months - 3US15O 000o

It is recommended that:

manufacturing industries be set up in Africa for manufacturing ; :

a range of. lovr priced receivers? ■■

— countries should be encouraged■ to reduce custom duties on imported . :.■

components and! sub-assemblies required for local receiver assembly; . . ^

:■:■- plants in order to keep the price of the popular radio set within-a ■•■■■■
the reach of every national; ........ .,.. ■ ■;.

-. countries should be encouraged to enter into the manufacturing of low cost

-dry-cell batteries either on national or multinational/subregional basis
.. ■ to meet the demands of batteries as power source for radio sets to fulfill

the national consumption of these batteries which are in great demand

particularly in the rural areas at a reasonable price.

D* Sxpected outputs i

Given a satisfactory implementation of the Decade activities with regard to

manufacture and the injection of required r.nputs, the following outputs will be . ' ;

expected:

Local production of c, rar~3 of telecommunications ^lant and equipment using

existing industries,.

The setting up of new industries dedicated for the manufacture and/or assembly
of communications'equipment as annexed hereto and commencement of production within

and in some cases afier the Decade; and . ' .

Transfer of technology to and availability of skilled personnel in the

continent. . ' .

Draw up detailed revolutionary plans in the development of telecommunication

industries during and after the Decade and submit these to governments for

consideration. ': f

The recommendations above recognize that there is currently a shortage of

skilled personnel required'to "■ man the envisaged industries. It will therefore

be necessary at the initial stage to import skilled-labour and to develop

industries in phases ranging from simple and basic products to the more mcomplex
types as trr.ined nationals become available in increased numbers. The manpower

planners must ensure that adequate staff is trained not only for the Telecommunication

Administrations but also for the industries that may be set up.
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LIST OF EQUIPMENT/PIANT SOME OF WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED FOk

MANUFACTURE OH ASSEMBLY IN AFRICA

I- External plant

-. poles (wooden, steel, concrete) .
- cable ducts (concrete, plastic, asbestos)
- cabinets,:pillars cases, distribution points

- overhead accessories (arms, spindles, insulators, straps, stays* etc*)

2. Internal and external structures . :

- towers .

- masts

- antenna

- earthing accessories - - ■ -

. - prefabricated buildings and containers

'- frames .

-. runways; . .

.- racks . ..

- 4irconditioning ducts .'".'.

3» Pomestic receivers

- radios (W, ST-7,. FM) '.:.""
- TV sets (Black and White, Colour) .

4. Cables ■' .

"- - open wire (copper covered steel, copperweld, aluminium) . .
- aerial cables

- underground cables

- internal cables .

- power cables (open and insulated) - --

_- . ■ ■ , ■ _ . ■ ■■■»

*>• Subscriber apparatus .'....

- telephone instruments (ordinary and plain), ...

- switchboards '.

- private exchanges (PAX, PABX, PMBX) ..-..'. .'
- concentrators ,

.6. Engineering tools : . :: ..-■■ .

- a variety of electronic and mechanical'tools and aids, test equipment and

accessories . . ' r

7» Broadcasting production equipment

- audio consoles

- grammophone turntables . ' ,

- -audio mixers, audio distribution amplifiers.etc.

8. Spares ■ ;

- spare parts for some of the above plus other simple parts for ijnported equipment,
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A.
Introduction

In practically all of the African states; the ownership of telecommunication

facilities and services is held and controlled by the government. In most cases,

both the postal and telecommunication administrations share a common organization

generally known as Postal, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT) -be it a ministry,

department or bureau; .This, is because the.government believes that since it is

providing identical services, the postal and telecommunication administrations

should be combined together and organized into one-entity. Thus™ it is quite

common to see in many countries in Africa the merging of postal and telecommunication

divisions.

B The problems of telecommunication administrations .

■-. In the case of the telecommunication organizations, the inability of telecommunica

tion administration to effectively manage the telecommunication services, the failure

to control the development of the systems, and the absence of managerial skill in

project preparation, and implementation has resulted in ineffective investment, delay

in project execution, under utilization of facilities- excessive operating costs and

the resulting higher rate of service in many of the African states. In effect, it has

reduced the contribution of telecommunicationsj as public utility, to the country's

economy in two aspects, that is, (a) the revenues generated have been kept within limits
imposed by the lack of capacity and inadequacy of inter-connections; and (b) the

revenues available from commercial and industrial enterprises have been adversely

affected by inability to provide the much needed service. In addition, the failure

of many telecommunication administrations to exploit the full potential of tele- •

communications as an industry to assist the government in providing increased employ

ment opportunities has been placed under arbitrary limits imposed by the system

failure to expand to meet the real market needs.

C. The need for rational^approach to telecommunication organization

+L^ Presently, the telecommunication administrations in Africa are confronted with the

need for developing a rational approach to the problems of creating an orderly and

well-managed telecommunication organization and administration. A few decades ago,

when telecommunication facility and service was in its infancy, it was .not difficult

to manage a small group of personnel. But today, with .the population burgeoning and

demands for telecommunication services growing a vast change in the role and

responsibility of the telecommunication administration to spur further development or

expansion of services has occurred. This implies that all the existing policies and/or
proceduresAmust.be re-examined for suitability and adaptability under the present

conditions. Once examined, any policy or procedure which is no longer-applicable

must be discarded or modified. New policies or procedures should be introduced to

ensure that the desired management efficiency materializes<= _l

K-» Moreover, there is also a need to look into the ways and means of altering the

existing organization and/or improving the management of telecommunication administra
tion. This suggests, if it is feasible, a complete separation of the telecommunica

tion administration from the postal administration be made. The other is for each

administration to have completely separate and independent budgets and accounts.



In both cases, an in-depth study of the structures of the postal and telecommunication

administrations and identification of the organization weaknesses must be made prior

to adopting any recommended organization.

p# Proposed-targets for the Decade *'■-■=:

-% To bring about an early realization of sound management and better administration

of telecommunication systems and services, a planned programme for the Decade is

proposed fpr-the national telecommunication organization. It may be mentioned

however that it is not possible to set a definite set of targets for the administra

tion simply because managers and/or administrators constantly seek perfection,
striving for an efficient management on a continuing basis* Tfcus, the goals set -

below should be viewed as tentative milestones to be achieved.

1. Survey^and evaluation of existing policies-or procedures for suitability

and applicability under the!present conditions obtaining inthe national •

telecommunication organization should be made prior to any.attempt to re» '„,
organize an office or department; ,

2, Partial and gradual re-organization of an office/department should be

introduced which is considered vital in the operation and administration of

- telecommunication services. For example, to ensure prompt billing and '. ■

collection, it may be necessary to re-organize the Accounting- office.

Another is the re-organization of Maintenance Department to improve the
quality of service given to the public;

3» Establishment or creation of a new office/department should be made where

there is none and/or when necessity demands that the creation of an office
will help improve the management of the national telecommunication organize

tion.. For instance, creation of special bureau to handle the implementation
and execution of plans and programmes or special projects for the Decade^

4. Survey, evaluation and in~deptfa report of the management and administrative

requirements must be carried out to determine the level or land of assistance

required, particularly, where major re-organization is being contemplated by
the national telecommunication organization^

5. Jfejor re-organization either by separation from postal administration or
re-structuring (e.g., by separation of budgets and accounts for each service,
etc, of.the national telecommunication organization should be instituted

based on the results of study and recommendations prepared for this:purpose.

The streamlining of the national telecommunication organization should be made
within, th,e proper framework of the government regulations and where required
an appropriate legislation must be prepared to effect the necessary
re-organization;

6. 'Preparation of functions, duties and responsibilities of offices, departments
or bureau must be maxLe to ensure that duplication of work is-eliminated!
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7. Preparation and standardization of job and wage classifications, job

descriptions, duties and responsibilities of personnel for all classes
of worker must be accomplished in the national telecommunication
organizations; and

8, Creation of Telecommunication Jfenagement courses in several institutions
in Africa. / . -..."-

£» Plan*of action for the Decade ',-...•!..:

/:._■-.. The management of telecommunication services depends largely on the ability of

the national telecommunication organization to respond both effectively and flexibly to the
changing heeds of the service as they, arise, and also to take full advantage of the
rapid advance now taking place in technology. Because of this, the national tele
communications' organization in*Africa needs to. solicit assistance either through
bilateral or multilateral assistance with other countries or through an international
agency e.g., ITU to help examine their management problems and difficulties as well as
to identify the source of administrative bottlenecks and roadblocks. Direct
management support; should also be sought where required by the national telecommunica
tion organization for assistance to the different organizational hierarchy to lay
the foundation of sound management and re-casting of management and administrative
policy and procedure. This plan of action requires the implementations of the
following:

1. A. comprehensive management survey of all the African telecommunication
^,,,organizations. This effort includes assessment and evaluation of
:..:. .organizational arrangement to properly sort out the problem areas in each

. phase of administrative operation, collect evidence on what need to be
done to promote management efficiency and then recommend the management
approach the national telecommunication organization should adopt*
36 man/months (1980)

2. Assist in carrying out partial reorganization where required within
reasonable bound and without violating any statutory regulation/policy.
The. partial re-organization is intended to immediately respond to service
demand and requirements. For instance, accounting office to ensure prompt
billing and collection or general services department which handles
procurement and distribution of spare parts, etc.;

3. : Assist and provide expertise on management and organization methodology
such as public administration, personnel management, time motion study,
etc., in the overall re-organization of an office or department as well
as the preparation of requisite framework of guidance to define precisely
who is to do what and how, that is, by what standard performance it is to

,. be done$ .- • ■ .. , ■ :■■/■"
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4. Assist and provide expertise on preparation and standardization of job and

wage classifications^ job descriptions, duties and responsibilities of

personnel for all classes-of worker including the preparation^ o-f functions«

duties and responsibilities of officesT department-or bureauj 72 man/months
(1981).

F. Expected achievements for the Decade

Based on the plan of action, the expected achievements for the Decade which,

will bring benefits to the African telecommunication organizations once, implemented
are the following:

1. Revision or updating of existing policies or procedure in keeping with

modern conditionsj

2. Major or partial re-organization of national telecommunication organization

where required (preferably separation from postal administration must be
instituted) ibr the Decade?

3. Standardization of job and wage classifications^ job descriptions for all

classes of worker .as well as standardization of office-department functions.;
duties and responsibilities; and, .

4. The acqusition of management skill and expertise for the top'and middle
management staff through staff management training.
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routes already surveyed but not implemented

with estimated cost of implementation

Lilongwe (MLWO -Chipata(ZAH)

Francistown (BOT)-Livingstone (ZAM)

Tete (MOZ)«Katst»(2U0'
Tete (MOZ)-Blantyre MLW)

N ampual(MOZ)-Mtwara(URT)

Mzuzu(MLW) -Mbeya(URT)
Chingola (ZAM)-Lubumbashi ( Zii I)
Songo(Burundi)-Kigoma (URT)

N gara(URT)-4Cigali(BM)
Garissa(KEN)-Chisimao(SOM)

Ji;jiga(E'rH)-Hargeisa(SOM)

()()
Atbara- Wadi-Haifa (SUD route)

N'I)jamena-Moundou-Sarh(CHD route)

Moundou( CHD) -Gore-Paoua( CtF)
Paoua-Bossem'bele(G/iF route)
Berberati-Nola(C£F route)

Bangui(G/1F)-towards Impfondo(PRC)

Ebolowa( CMR-Bata ^EQG)

Kigali-Cyangugu (HiTA route)

Cyajagugu(HWA)-Bukavu (Z^l)
Korhogo(lVC)-Sikasso (MLl)

B amako-Mopti (MLI route)

Bamako(MLl)-Siguiri(GUI)

Siguiri-Kankan(GUI route)
Kankan-Koule (GUI route)

Farnah-Koule-Nzerekore (GUI route)

Conakry—Boke-Sangaredi (GUI route)

Kindia-Koundara-Mali (GUI route)
Mali(GUl)-Tambacounda (SEN)

Akjoujt-Atar (M6U -route-CX cable)
Aquelil-Timzak-JH. Choum (M/iU route)

Choum-Zouerate (jl/iU route)

Choum-Nouadhibou (MAU route)

Grand Total

Route

length

Kms

132

563
287

167
571
318

109

170

421

158

345
560

701

181

291

103

309
200

208

10.4

175

555

195

123)
307)

364
210)

407)
262.5
220

77
190

550

When

surveyed

6/76
9/73
1978

1978

1978

1976

12/76
1978

1978

9/76
9/73
9/77
9/77
10/73
10/73
IO/73
10/73
10/73
1977

10/73
IO/73
12/73
12/73
12/73

12/73

12/73
11/73
n/73
n/73
11/73

Sus xiooo

Est. Cost

980

4,000

1,050

808

2,474

1,914

693
1,200

3,100

1,600

2,634
3,275
4,326

530

1,679 -
306

928

1,400

769

97.5
700

2,496

522

18,000

1,500

900

Ij5oo

3,600

9440 63,930



panaftel routes to be surveyed with estima-tes of cost

of such surveys

Route

Antananarivo (MAG)-Comors

Comors - Mtwara (UET)
Djibouti-Assab (ETH)
Djibouti-Hargeisa (SOM)

Hargeisa-Mogadiscio (SGM route)

Gondan (ETH) -Gedarif (SUD)
Raga-Wau( SUD) -Cbo-Bambari( CiF)

()( (

Juba(SUD)-Kampala (UGfc)
Kampala(UGAj-Kigali (

Kampala(UGA)-Ooma (ail)

Kalabo(ZAM)-Gago Coutinho (XiNG)
El Geneina(SUD)-/ibeche-£ti-N'Djamena (CHE)

MasBGguet-Bol-*[ao (CHD route)
Bambari-Bria-Birao (CtP route)

Bambari-Sibut-Bangui (CAF route)
Luanda (ANG)-Kinshasa (Zkl)

Cabinda (ANG)-Pointe Noire-Bra2zaville(PRC)
Kigoma(URT)-Kalemie (z)

()() ()

Douala (GMR)-San^intonio-Sao Tome (STP)

Libreville (GAB)-Sao Tome (STP)

Kribi(CMR)-Campto-Bata(EGQ)
Bata(EQG)-Libreville (GAB)

Zinder-Goure-Diffa (HER route)

Ouagadougou (UPV)-Eoiga-fcanga (GHA)

Praia (CFV)-Pakeir )
() )

Bissau ^GBS)«Boke (GUI)
Bissau (GBS)-Ziguinchor (SEN)

Route

length

Kms

560

340

140

275
1,300

290

1,250

"700

390

380

480

180

793
272

600

370

530

490

140

230

550

300

120

170

400

200

600

180

120

12350

$us

Cost of

survey

20,000

20,000

42,000

82,500

390,000

87,000

375,000

210,000

117-000

114,000

144,000

54,000

237,900

81,600

180,000

111j000

159,000

147t000

42,000

693000

165.000

90-000

36,000

51,000

120,000

60,000

180,000

54,000

36jOOO

3,475,000
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Amendments

Add:

(1) Antananarive (MAG)-Daises-Salaam (URT)

(2) Niamey-Agades-Arlit

(3) Yaounde- Garoua

(4) Meru-Wajir-Mandera Radio link:

cost JUS 80,000

(5) East African subregional sub-marine cable, to include island countries of

the subregion and to link up eventually with the Pacific Ocean system,

(6) Casablanca-Dakar-Abidjan-Lagos-Angola submarine cables extension to all

intermediate coastal (including island) countries.

(7) Strengthening the Ouagadougou-Lome-Cotonou arterial radio links.

(8) Replace the routing Kalabo (ZAM)-Gago countries (ANG) by:
KWITO (A!'G)-LWEWA (ANG)-SOLWFZI (ZAM).

(9) Submarine cable for the Red Sea cost of Africa.

(10) Soyo (ANG)- hatadi (ZAIRE)

(11) Kigali (PM)- Bujumbura (BURUNDI)
(iA %iri*+*~fa*-*** (g<^-rx*.^^) frt~k-twtL i^^--w-£^)

(12) Maputo - BamBaya J -028 niillion
Maputo - Inhambane-Beira (extension to Mtwara (URT))
Beira-Quelimane-Nampula ( " " " )

(13) Banjul-Ziguinchor (SEN).



DEC/TRANSC0M/WP/lX/Rev.3

Addendum

1. Studies for the establishment of one or two regional/

subregional primary transit centres.

2. Establishment of one or inore regional primary synchronizing

and frequency-monitoring centres.

3. Coast stations at Lone (Togo) and at Nouakchott and Nouadhibou

Cost $ US 12 million.

k. Establishment of subregional maritime radio centres.



DEC/TRANSCOM/WP/IX/Rev.3

Amendment s

1. Replace the Mauritanian sector routes vith :

Kaedi - Kiffa - Selibaby $ US 3.6 million

Akjouji - Atar 1.5 "

Aquelil - Choum - Zouerate 2.h "

2. Modify the Garissa (Ken) - Chisimao route and

costing to :

Nairobi - Chisimao 5.6 "

3. Modify the Mali-Tanbacounda route to 1

Mali - Kedougou - Tambacounda - Kidira - Kayes

h. Increase the cost of the Guinean routes all

together by $ US 8.2

The total for projects on this page changes to 7^.63 million




